AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

DOMINO’S FIERY SKIPPER ACT2 (D)
BY CH DOMINO’S REVVED UP ‘N ROARIN’
CH DOMINO’S PENDING AFFAIR
BREEDER: LAURA TEMPERATO & LEONA G
DOMINO
OWNER: MELISSA JOERGER & ROLF
JOERGER

AGILITY COURSE TEST 2

DOMINO’S FIERY SKIPPER ACT2 (D)
BY CH DOMINO’S REVVED UP ‘N ROARIN’
CH DOMINO’S PENDING AFFAIR
BREEDER: LAURA TEMPERATO & LEONA G
DOMINO
OWNER: MELISSA JOERGER & ROLF
JOERGER

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

CROWN’S COPACABANA AT TUMBLEWEED
CGC (B)
BY CROWN HIS WILD WILDWAYS X CH
CROWN’S DREAMS AWAKEN
BREEDER: KAREN MOUNTAIN
OWNER: JOANN CORNELIUS

ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

GCH CH COPELLA MIRAGE ALMOST A
PRINCESS CGCA (B)
BY GCH CH ZELICAON HONEY BEAR AMANTI
X CH COPELLA HERE COMES TROUBLE
BREEDER: ASHLEY GRISSOM & PAULA COX &
SHIRLEY HORN
OWNER: JOANN CORNELIUS

TRICK DOG NOVICE

BLICCI’S POETRY IN MOTION CGC TKN (B)
BY BLICCI’S NON-STOP CHARMER X BLICCI’S
JUST THE WAY YOU ARE
BREEDER: JANE RAE MY & SVEN THRYSOE
OWNER: CLAUDIA DAVIS

BRAYLOR’S AUSTIN CITY LIMITS CGC TKN
(D)
BY CH BRAYLOR’S GET BACK JOJO X
CARATOOT’S CELESTIAL RECORATION
BREEDER: BRANDI RENEE BRAY
OWNER: LAUREN A BOWMAN & KATHLEEN
E BOWMAN

CADGETS OUTLAW STEALING HEARTS
TKN (B)
BY CH FLINTERS DELYTEFUL GOWN T TOWN
X CHAMPAIGNE QUINTESSENTIAL TO
CADGETS
BREEDER: GAYLE KEY
OWNER: PAM WATSON & GAYLE KEY

FIRE SKY THE MAN BEHIND THE CURTAIN
TKN (D)
BY GCHP CH SKYVIEW’S DAKOTAH REIGN OF
DESIRE X SNUGGLEPUPPIES FANCY FRINGED
FLAPPER
BREEDER: JULITA DEDDO
OWNER: MRS. JULIA FERRY MESSERSMITH

MACH FOREVR EARESISTIBLE KRISSEE MXS
MJB TKN (B)
BY CH FOREVR CARY GRANT NAJ NAP OJP X
BRAYLOR’S FOREVR DRASTIC FANTASTIC RA
SWN SCA SIA
BREEDER: BRANDI RENEE BRAY & DANNY R
FORD II & RUTH ANN FORD
OWNER: MS. CLAUDIA JEAN DAVIS
MISSY ADORABELLA LYONS CGC TKN (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: AMY LYONS-KETCHUM

CH PRIMAVERA’S KIRINKI AX AXJ OF ACT2
CGCA TKN (D)
BY CH :PRIMAVERA CHARWIN CHUCK
BARKOWSKI X PRIMAVERA CHANCEUX
ELINOR GAMGEE
BREEDER: MAXINE J GURIN
OWNER: MR. EDMUND KOSENSKI & MRS. MARY F KOSENSKI

TOPFLITE NANRICH THE DART
ADVANTAGE TKN (D)
BY CH MACH3 TOPFLITE VEGA HEAR ME
ROAR CDX PCD BN MXG MJC NF CGC TKP X
NANRICH TOPFLITE SKY’S THE LIMIT
BREEDER: KAY DETAMPEL & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & RICHARD LOPASCHUK & NANCY LOPASCHUK
OWNER: KATHY & BOB HIGHTSHOE

TUINLUV’S TOP SHELF BRANDY RI CGC
TKN (B)
BY CH BREND GODA X TUINLUV’S GET THE POINTE’
BREEDER: TINA L MORAN & STEVE HOWER
OWNER: MARY KOSENSKI & TINA L MORAN

TRICK DOG ELITE PERFORMER

MACH OAKHILLS ZIPPIN’ AROUND UD RE
MXB MJB CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY CH DOMINO OAKHILLS FEARLESS FLYER
CDX RE CGCA X CH OTCH THE PINES
GABRIELLA OF COQUINA UDX10 PUTD OGM
GO VER RN CGCA CGCU
BREEDER: HILLARY HUNTER
OWNER: ETHEL L MERCER

NOVICE BARN HUNT

MACH WEEINIPS NOT A CLOUD IN SIGHT
MXB MJB RATN CGCA CGCU (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: DENISE BRANDENBURG-MORRIS

OPEN BARN HUNT

CLEARLAKE REVEL RA OA AXJ XF BCAT
RATO CGCA TKP (D)
BY GCHG CH LAFFORD FLY ME TOO
FARLEYSBANE X CH CLEARLAKE CALYPSO
BREEDER: ELYSE VANDERMOLEN & SHARON NEWCOMB
OWNER: DEANNA YATES

SENIOR BARN HUNT

CLEARLAKE REVEL RA OA AXJ XF BCAT
RATS CGCA TKP (D)
BY GCHG CH LAFFORD FLY ME TOO
FARLEYSBANE X CH CLEARLAKE CALYPSO
BREEDER: ELYSE VANDERMOLEN & SHARON NEWCOMB
OWNER: DEANNA YATES

MASTER BARN HUNT

FLOLIN ALWAYS FYNNISH DANCING RI
DCAT SWN RATM CGCA CGCU TKN (B)
BY GCCHS CH GOLDEN LEAFS ALEX BN RN
FDC CA CGCA CGCU TKN X CH STARSIGN I
HOPE YOU DANCE AT FLOLIN
BREEDER: LINDA C FOILES
OWNER: MS. NICOLE M TOUGAS